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From Gaza and the West Bank: University Students Gather Towards A
National Reconciliation
”We are one people and there is no actual division. We have more similarities than differences. We work
on the same cause that the division made”, said Dr. Abdalrahman Ibrahim during one of the three
sessions where students and professors shared their research summaries across three universities in
Palestine...more

UK Consulate General delegation
meets with Pal-Think Director

Pal-Think publishes three papers
on nonviolence

Director of Pal-Think, Omar Shaban, met with
representatives from the UK Consulate
General - Jerusalem in his office in Gaza to
discuss the future of the upcoming
Palestinian elections and the UK's foreign
policy in the light of Brexit.

Collecting experience of nonviolent conflict
resolution and peacebuilding; three experts reflect
on their countries' respective struggles to solve
local conflicts and establish stable societies. They
take a comparative approach with the Palestinian
cause to show how it can benefit from the global
movement of nonviolence in resolving its own
conflicts. To download and read more, click here.

On Volunteerism: Acceptance and
Refusal
Opinions differed between youths who
expressed care about volunteering as it both
helps hone their practical skills and paves them a
way to give back to their communities whereas
others adhered to their firm decisions of not
volunteering, fearing to be used by
employers...more

Policy Research and Writing for the
Youth Political Club
The trainees worked throughout the three-day
training on topics like “The impact of Israeli digital
diplomacy on its foreign policy”, “The role of the
Palestinian political division on the water crisis”,
“Street begging”, as well as “the ability of
Palestinian visual media to influence international
public opinion”...more

Palestinian Youth: Conventional
and Digital Media
YPC learns about democracy and
“Freedom in social media forces users to be
human rights
caution, objective and of credibility” Alsammak
added. Following discussing his research paper, he
“The importance of this training comes through
talked about some programs that attractively
highlight the trending topics on social media...more empowering youth and broadening their
knowledge in democracy and human rights. They
need to be aware of their rights in order to
demand them in lawful ways. It is our intention
to also engage them in practical
applications.”...more

Female lawyers in the Bar
Association in Gaza
EU delegation visits Pal-Think
Abu Amra also detailed three main headlines in the
paper and discussed the CEDAW conventions with Erik, Political Attaché to EU office in Jerusalem,
special focus on women’s right to work....more
and Liga, Political Consultant to the EU in
Brussels have visited Gaza meeting Pal-Think's
director, Omar Shaban. The meeting discussed
the upcoming Palestinian elections, and how can
the EU support its implementation peacefully
and with transparency.
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